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Centre. To that greater concentration he himself was an obstacle
because of the personal antagonism to him both of the Centrum
and of National Socialism. He therefore had dropped out., but
he would be abler as a detached observer to give the President
the benefit of his counsel. His immediate counsel was that the
President should put aside personal feelings and invite Hitler to
discuss the situation.
The immediate counsel was good;, but the position of the
counsellor was anything but pleasing to the presidential clique.
It was in fact that of an unofficial chancellor. Cunning had once
more outwitted intelligence. The presidential clique could afford
to quarrel—no aristocratic clique could help quarrelling—but it
could not afford to split. It could deprive Papen of nominal, but
it could not deprive him of real power. His advice still outweighed
theirs, and thus it came about that, if not in presence at least
in spirit, Papen again stood behind the President's chair. The
interview—there were two, on November 19 and 21—was
much more cordial than the last; the President graciously
allowed Hitler to be seated. Hitler was in a much less Wagnerian
mood and falling in with it the President dropped the r61e of
scolding adjutant and became paternal. Having allowed Hitler
to suggest his own chancellorship as a solution of the cabinet
crisis he began to ask questions. Suppose he entrusted Hitler with
the formation of a cabinet, would he agree to take over, as the
cabinet's, a "presidential" economic programme?—this was a
safeguard against "national Bolshevism" d la Bruening of which
the National Socialist orators were the most vicious propagandists.
Would he refuse to restore the old Prussia-Reich dualism?—this
kept Papen, still Commissary for Prussia, in control of that key
state. Would he maintain intact Article 48 of the Weimar con-
stitution?—this left the President free to dismiss the cabinet.
Would he submit the list of ministers for presidential approval
and abide by the presidential decision?—this effectively prevented
a purely Hitlerite cabinet; and last of all, would he agree to the
presidential nominations to the Ministry of Defence and to the
Foreign Office?—this prevented adventures in foreign policy and
National Socialist control of the army.

